
Clawfinger, World Domination
I've been scared to be heard and I've feared that my words
would appear in a place that was weird and absurd,
while my face is replaced with a picture of me,
where you see all the faults of the fake imagery,
In the great industry I've been made by the trade
while I make my mistakes in this great masquerade
the parade is all phony and they're laughing at me,
when they see how I deal with my own misery
history is repeated and my brain is deleted
but I'll stay in my seat up until I'm defeated
the beat may be distant but I still hear the click
and I'll kick up a storm until I make myself sick
and when I loose the plot and they tighten the knot
then I'll take what I can, when I can while I'm hot

I've figured out the plot, I'll give it what I've got
I'll give it my best shot, if you like it or not

I want just World domination
Give me world domination (2x)

It's been more than a year of ignoring my fear
cos I've cleared out my thoughts until they disappeared
I still hear the signals and I see all the signs
they've all been assigned to the back of my mind
and I find that in time all my doubts are outshined
by a new kind of faith that I place in my shrine
I refuse to resign or give in to my wims
so I follow the line for as long as my limbs
choose to carry my weight and my heart still pulsates
the stakes may be high but I can't hesitate
I'll do whatever it takes to break out of this mould
and to shake off the demons and whatever upholds
me from being the best I can possibly be
the most meanest and leanest and dopest MC

I've figured out the plot, I'll give it what I've got
I'll give it my best shot, if you like it or not

I want just World domination
Give me world domination (2x)

You can all hate me but you can't duplicate me
cos' I've been copywrited and no one can break me
I'll shake up your rumours with humour that's lethal
til' you understand that you can't be my equal
'there won't be no sequel for as long as I'm standing
it's totally wrong it's a misunderstanding
or a misunderstatment do you need a translation
killing you with my mouth is my main occupation

I've figured out the plot, I'll give it what I've got
I'll give it my best shot, cos' I'm right on spot

I want just World domination
Give me world domination (2x)
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